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Abstract: The accurate design of new protein–protein interactions is a longstanding goal of
computational protein design. However, most computationally designed interfaces fail to form
experimentally. This investigation compares five previously described successful de novo interface
designs with 158 failures. Both sets of proteins were designed with the molecular modeling program
Rosetta. Designs were considered a success if a high-resolution crystal structure of the complex closely
matched the design model and the equilibrium dissociation constant for binding was less than 10 lM.
The successes and failures represent a wide variety of interface types and design goals including
heterodimers, homodimers, peptide-protein interactions, one-sided designs (i.e., where only one of the
proteins was mutated) and two-sided designs. The most striking feature of the successful designs is
that they have fewer polar atoms at their interfaces than many of the failed designs. Designs that
attempted to create extensive sets of interface-spanning hydrogen bonds resulted in no detectable
binding. In contrast, polar atoms make up more than 40% of the interface area of many natural dimers,
and native interfaces often contain extensive hydrogen bonding networks. These results suggest that
Rosetta may not be accurately balancing hydrogen bonding and electrostatic energies against
desolvation penalties and that design processes may not include sufficient sampling to identify side
chains in preordered conformations that can fully satisfy the hydrogen bonding potential of the interface.
Keywords: protein interface design; computational protein design; Rosetta; hydrogen bond
modeling
Introduction
The computational design of new protein–protein
interactions has proven to be a difficult challege.1,2
Experimental measurements have shown that the
majority of designed interactions do not form tight
complexes (KD < 10 lM)
3 or bind in an alternate con-
formation to the design model.4 However, there has
been exciting progress as a handful of de novo
designed interfaces have been shown to bind with
submicromolar binding affinities and adopt the
intended binding orientation.5–9 Here, we compare
models that interact as predicted to those that fail
with the goal of identifying common themes between
the two sets. For instance, are current design meth-
ods more or less likely to succeed when designing
interfaces enriched in polar or nonpolar amino acids?
One recent study sought to improve design
selection methodology by asking the computational
Abbreviations DGbind; calculated binding energy of two proteins;
HA, hemagglutinin; REU, Rosetta energy unit; DSASA, change
in solvent accessible surface area upon binding.
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protein docking community to establish metrics that
discriminate designed proteins that were known not
to bind from natural interfaces.3 Some of the best dis-
criminating metrics showed that the designs had
unfavorable solvation energy at the interface and
poor electrostatic complementarity between the two
proteins in the complex. However, most metrics failed
to distinguish natural small hydrophobic interfaces
from designed small hydrophobic interfaces.
Here, we focus on the differences between failed
and successful designs in addition to comparing
design models with native interfaces. We choose to
investigate designs made with the molecular model-
ing program Rosetta because we have access to a
large number of design models and many of the
recent successful designs were made using Rosetta.
Our data set contains five successful interface designs
and 153 failures. The successes and failures repre-
sent a wide variety of design goals including the crea-
tion of both heterodimers and homodimers. In all
cases, the design models were created using Rosetta’s
rotamer optimization algorithms and full atom energy
function to optimize contacts at the target interface.
The Rosetta energy function emphasizes short range
forces including steric repulsion, London dispersion
forces, hydrogen bonding, and bond torsion strain.10
Solvent is modeled implicitly with the pair-wise addi-
tive desolvation model from the EEF1 force field.11
In general we find that the designs are smaller
and more hydrophobic than native protein interac-
tions. Though most designs fail to form experimentally,
the ones that successfully interact are dominated by
hydrophobic packing interactions. All attempts to
design polar, hydrogen bond rich, interfaces have
failed to produce proteins that bind. We address possi-
ble causes and solutions to the discrepancies between
designed and native protein–protein interfaces.
Results
Definition of a successful design
For the purpose of this study, the computational
interface designs were divided into three categories,
Figure 1. Examples of successful (left) and unsuccessful (right) protein interface design models. Separate chains of
successful designs are shown in purple and gray; the different chains of failed models are colored green and brown; dashed
black lines represent interface spanning side-chain involved hydrogen bonds. The structures shown represent examples
design models of b-strand mediated interface (A, B),two models targeting flu HA (C, D), and design of helix secondary
structure to bind a target protein. The successful models shown are bdimer1 (A), HB36 (C), and GLhelix-4 (D). [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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strong success, weak success, and failure. A strong
success is defined as a high affinity interaction (KD
10 lM) where the X-ray crystal structure of the com-
plex closely matches the computational prediction. A
weak success has at least a moderate affinity (KD 
100 lM) and either mutational or NMR chemical shift
data suggest the interface forms as designed. A failed
design does not meet the previous criteria. Figure 1
shows several successful and failed de novo protein
interface design models. Table I shows a summary of
how many designs satisfy either definition of success.
A complete list of structures used is given in Support-
ing Information Table SI.
There are five examples in our list of models
that meet the criteria for a successful protein–pro-
tein interface design. The first is the design of the
structure and sequence of a peptide that binds to
Gai1(GLhelix-4).
5 Two others are proteins that were
redesigned to bind influenza hemagglutinin (HB36
and HB80).6,9 The final two are redesigns of natural
monomeric proteins to form symmetric homodimers
via Znþ2 binding (MID1)8 or b-strand pairing
(bdimer1).7 We chose to use the MID1 H12E mutant
throughout the rest of this investigation because the
crystal structure was a closer match to the design
model. Some successful interface designs that are
not included in Table I area novel helical tetramer
from Harbury et al.12 and two large assemblies
designed by King et al.13 We choose to not include
these designs in our analysis because the other
design goals were the construction of dimers.
Four designed interfaces are classified as weak
successes because there is not a crystal structure of
the modeled complex. These include a low affinity
binder to PAK1,14 a Znþ2 mediated heterodimer and a
b-strand mediated homodimer (bdimer2).7 The
designed interaction of Prb and Pdar is classified as a
weak success because a crystal structure of the com-
plex is a 180 rotation from the computational model.4
The designed interfaces are small
Natural dimeric interfaces broadly sample different
contact areas ranging from a change in solvent acces-
sible surface area (4SASA) of 850–10,000 Å2 (up to
7000 Å2 for heterodimers) (Supporting Information
Fig. 1).15 The designs sample much smaller interfaces
ranging from 850 to 2400 Å2, with the majority of
designs having an interface area between 1000 and
1600 Å2 (Supporting Information Fig. S1 inset). Suc-
cessful designs are represented over the range of
designed interface sizes and the crystal structures of
the successful designs show a similar 4SASA to the
design models. There have been no successful dimer
designs where the interface area is over 1600 Å2 sug-
gesting that better sampling and additional effort is
required to recapitulate the sizes of native complexes.
Native proteins have a similar interface energy
density as calculated with Rosetta (4Gbind/4SASA)
across all sizes of interfaces [Fig. 2(A,B)] while the
designed interfaces vary in energy density depend-
ing on the size of the interface [Fig. 2(C)]. Larger
designed interfaces tend to have a less favorable
4Gbind/4SASA than smaller ones. This observation
suggests that, unlike native complexes, current sam-
pling and design strategies are unable to create
high-quality contacts across large interfaces. It
should be noted that most of the protocols used to
produce the computational designs allow rigid body
motion between the protein chains but not substan-
tial backbone rearrangement. Crystal structures of
the successful designs maintain a similar 4Gbind/
4SASA to the computational models (Supporting In-
formation Fig. S2). However, 4Gbind/4SASA cannot
be used to clearly separate failed from successful
designs. Both the failed and successful designs have
4Gbind/4SASA values that are similar to native
interfaces, which reflects the fact that 4Gbind is opti-
mized during the design process.
Success is not determined by packing quality
Proteins designed with Rosetta can exhibit lower
packing quality than natural proteins.16 Atomic
packing defects at modeled protein interfaces can
indicate that a complex is unlikely to form experi-
mentally.17 We analyzed the design models to deter-
mine if poor packing quality was responsible for the
failure of designed interfaces to form. Two measures
of packing contacts at a protein interface were used
to interrogate the designs and native structures, a
Table 1. The Numbers of Experimentally Tested
Computational Protein–Protein Interfaces Examined in
This Work







PAK1 binders14 10 6 0 1
GTPase binders 6 6 0 0
Gai binding peptides
5 11 11 1 0
Ubiquitin or UbcH7
binders
5 5 0 0
Metal mediated
homodimers8
8 6 1 0
Metal-mediated
heterodimers
6 5 0 1
b-strand-mediated
homodimers7
10 10 1 1
FNIII to SH3-domain 3 3 0 0
Flu-hemagglutinin
binders6,9
88 73 2 0
Prb/Pdar4 11 11 0 1
Total 158 136 5 4
The number of expressed/soluble proteins represents the
number of total that could actually be expressed in the ex-
perimental system and did not aggregate. Strong successes
are high affinity interactions (KD  10 lM) where an X-ray
crystal structure matches the design model. Weak suc-
cesses (KD  100 lM) have moderate to high affinity and
other experimental evidence that the interface forms as
designed. Citations are given when available.
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shape complementarity score18 and the RosettaHoles
score.19 Residues at the interface of designed and
native interfaces do not show a difference in packing
quality (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the successful designs
do not cluster towards better shape complementarity
[Fig. 3(A)] or a better RosettaHoles score [Fig. 3(B)].
Rotamer optimization and minimization of crystal
structures of the natural interfaces does not signifi-
cantly alter the packing quality and the crystal
structures of the successful designs span a similar
range of packing quality to the design models (Sup-
porting Information Fig. S3). Thus, these two met-
rics are not sufficient to distinguish which designs
were likely to form from those that failed.
Natural protein–protein interfaces contain hot-
spot residues that contribute a large amount to the
binding energy of the complex.20 We employed an ala-
nine-scanning method in Rosetta to determine if
designed interfaces exhibited a similar trend. The
designed heterodimeric interfaces have a similar num-
ber of hot-spot residues to natural proteins (defined as
DDGbind> þ2.0 REU), further demonstrating that
Rosetta can form packing interactions similar to natu-
ral proteins (Supporting Information Fig. S4).
Successful designs have few polar interactions
Successful Rosetta designed interfaces have a low
amount of polar area at their interface compared
with many of the other computational models and
native interfaces. The amount of 4SASA that polar
atoms contribute to an interface normalized by the
total 4SASA of the interface shows that the success-
ful designs all have below 40% of their interface
made up of polar atoms (Fig. 4). The successful
design that has the largest fraction of polar interface
area, bdimer1, has six main-chain to main-chain
hydrogen bonds across the interface which account
for a large amount of buried polar area. The
Figure 2. Interface energy density as computed by Rosetta
for (4Gbind/4SASA) designed and natural interfaces. The
change in SASA upon binding versus 4Gbind/4SASA is
shown for native heterodimers (A), native homodimers (B),
and all designed interfaces(C). Large points with gray
interiors represent the successful design models. Least-
squares lines were fit to each set of interfaces. The
correlation coefficient for the design models is r ¼ 0.33.
Figure 3. Packing quality measure of the design models
and Rosetta minimized natural interfaces. Two independent
measures of packing quality are shown; (A) the shape
complementarity score18 for the interface and (B) the
RosettaHoles score for residues at the interface. For each
metric a value of 1.0 represents perfect packing, while
lower values represent packing defects. Lines represent the
successful design models.
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remainder of the bdimer1 interface is predominantly
hydrophobic.
Overall, Rosetta designed interfaces have less
contribution from polar interactions at the interface
than natural dimers. This was noticed previously
when comparing proteins designed to bind HA to
natural heterodimers.3 Even after including the
design models from our lab, Rosetta designed hetero-
dimers still have lower polar content at the interface
compared with natural heterodimers [Fig. 4(A)]. The
amount of polar interface area for designed and nat-
ural homodimers is similar [Fig. 4(B)]. The proteins
designed to bind HA targeted a hydrophobic region
on HA, thus raising the possibility that those
designs skew the data set to disfavor successful po-
lar interactions. However, both the designed HA
binders and the proteins designed in our lab include
designs that span a range of polar content ranging
from 30–50% of the interface area (Supporting In-
formation Fig. S5).
The design of polar residues at an interface can
result in the burial of a polar atom without a hydro-
gen-bonding partner. Native interfaces tend to have
no more than two buried, unsatisfied, polar atoms
per 1000 Å2 of interface [Fig. 5(A)]. The design mod-
els have a similar number of buried unsatisfied po-
lar atoms as native interfaces. The crystal structures
of three of the strong successes (GLhelix-4, MID1,
and bdimer1) have no buried unsatisfied polar atoms
at the interface [Fig. 5(A)]. The design models for
these three interfaces also have no buried unsatis-
fied polar atoms (Supporting Information Fig. S6A).
The two successful HA binders (HB36 and HB80)
have buried unsatisfied polar atoms at their inter-
face (Supporting Information Fig. S6A). Following
affinity maturation, the crystal structure of these
interfaces shows a drop in the number of buried
unsatisfied polar atoms compared with the design
models [Fig. 5(A)]. This reduction could indicate one
way in which directed evolution was able to raise
the affinity of the interaction. All design models that
had more than two buried polar groups without a
hydrogen bond partner in the design model failed to
form high affinity complexes.
One of the most striking differences between
successful designs, unsuccessful designs, and native
complexes is the amount of binding energy, as calcu-
lated by Rosetta, contributed by buried hydrogen
bonds involving side chains. The successful designs
all have few or zero buried hydrogen bonds [Fig.
5(B)]. The design models of GLhelix-4, HB36, and
HB80 each have one buried hydrogen bond across
the interface (Supporting Information Fig. 6B). A
buried hydrogen bond in GLhelix-4 was not observed
Figure 4. Polar content of designed and natural interfaces.
The polar fraction of interface area is shown for designs
versus heterodimers (A) and homodimers (B). Successful
designs highlighted by lines. An asterisk above the line
denotes the value for the crystal structure while no asterisk
is present above the successful design models.
Figure 5. Buried polar atoms and buried hydrogen bonds
at interfaces. Values for Rosetta minimized crystal
structures are shown by lines. A: The number of buried
polar atoms without a hydrogen-bonding partner per 1,000
Å2 of interface area. B: The total energy of a buried, side-
chain involved hydrogen bond at the interface as a fraction
of total binding energy (4Gbind). HB36 and HB80 acquired
an additional buried hydrogen bond due to mutations
introduced by affinity maturation.
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in the crystal structure. MID1 and bdimer1 have no
buried side chain hydrogen bonds across the inter-
face. One new buried hydrogen bond was introduced
to HB36 and HB80 during affinity maturation of the
computational design. In cases where multiple bur-
ied hydrogen bonds were present in the design
model, the designed complex failed to form. This is
not because buried hydrogen bonds are forbidden by
the rules of physical chemistry, many native interfa-
ces have multiple buried hydrogen bonds and a sig-
nificant portion of the binding energy as calculated
by Rosetta is derived from hydrogen bonds.
Successful interface designs made with compu-
tational programs other than Rosetta have also had
interfaces that are predominately hydrophobic. For
example, the de novo designed helical bundle RH412
has a polar 4SASA fraction of 0.23, which is lower than
the successful Rosetta designs described here as well as
many native interfaces. It also has no buried unsatis-
fied polar atoms and no buried hydrogen bonds.
Discussion
These results indicate that successful Rosetta
designed protein–protein interactions differ from
unsuccessful designs and native interactions in the
polar makeup of the interface. Designed interactions
tend to be more hydrophobic and smaller than most
natural protein–protein interfaces. The successful
designs have less polar area at the interface when
compared to most design models and few buried
hydrogen bonds or unsatisfied polar atoms. Burying
polar atoms, even those modeled to form hydrogen
bonds appears detrimental to the success of a com-
putational interface design.
The scarcity of polar interactions in the success-
ful designs highlights the difficulty of designing po-
lar interactions at protein-protein interfaces. There
have been several examples of the successful design
of new hydrogen bonds at a natural interface,21–23
however, these redesigns have lower affinity than
the wild type interaction. New hydrogen bonds can
increase the affinity of a natural interaction in some
cases, typically by designing a interface spanning
salt bridge at the edge of an interface.24,25 However,
there are no buried salt bridges in the successful
designs investigated here. Another strategy for
increasing affinity involves replacing a polar residue
with a nonpolar one, or a small hydrophobic residue
with a larger one.26 None of the examples of success-
ful novel interface design derive a large portion of
their interface from polar interactions. Unlike com-
putational methods, nature is able to make protein
interfaces with substantial polar area and hydrogen
bond interactions [Fig. 4(A,B)].
There are more examples of successful computa-
tional redesign of natural protein–protein interac-
tions for increased affinity24–29 or altered specific-
ity21–23,30,31 than of the design of a new protein
interface. Energy and search functions are able to
optimize the local interactions required for binding
in the context of a known partner. The design of a
novel interface requires searching for alignments of
two proteins and the addition of new residue inter-
actions without a native like context to help direct
the simulation.2 A search strategy that is able to ori-
ent two protein scaffolds into an arrangement simi-
lar to a native conformation could turn the difficult
problem of novel interface design into the more trac-
table one of redesign of native interactions.
Inaccuracies in the Rosetta energy function
could account for the failure of polar designs.
Rosetta does not explicitly model water during
design, in part because a previous effort to model
with explicitly solvated rotamers did not yield
improvements in computational benchmarks.32 Nat-
ural homodimers and heterodimers contain about 10
water molecules per 1000 Å2 of interface area. On
average 30% of these waters are buried from bulk
solvent.33 The inability to account for waters at po-
lar interfaces could prevent computational methods
from finding a sequence that allows for binding. We
are unable to draw conclusions about the solvent
content of the designed interfaces because the crys-
tal structures for HB36, HB80, and GLhelix-4 were
not determined at a resolution high enough to allow
for accurate water placement near the designed
interface. Another reason that polar designs fail
could be the design of poor hydrogen bonding geome-
tries. The Rosetta hydrogen bond energy function
used to make the design models does not include a
term to ensure that a hydrogen bond donor is in the
plane of lone-pair electrons on acceptor carbonyl oxy-
gens.34 Some of the failed designs have interface
spanning hydrogen bonds that are more than 60
away from optimal sp2 acceptor geometry. In addi-
tion, none of the design protocols that produced the
models investigated here, made use of long-range
electrostatic interactions. Rosetta employs a course
grain energy term that favors the proximity of resi-
dues with opposite charges. Including a more com-
plex electrostatic potential can improve prediction of
DDGbind in Rosetta.
9 An alternative target function,
for instance optimizing for DGbind instead of total
energy, could also be a way to approach future
design goals.35
Another reason that polar designs could be fail-
ing is insufficient sampling and stabilization of a
binding competent conformation. Fleishman et al.
previously noted that interface residues in natural
complexes tend to favor a similar rotamer in both
the bound and unbound form. Designed interfaces
did not favor the bound rotamer in the unbound
state.36 In addition residues with three or four dihe-
dral angles tend to undergo rotameric shifts upon
binding,37 suggesting that sampling large rotamer
libraries for these residues might be necessary at
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protein–protein interfaces. Failed designs are rarely
investigated further to determine other possible rea-
sons the design did not interact with the target.
Mutating a large number of residues in the design
process could destabilize the designed protein or al-
ter the intrachain contacts such that the designed
protein’s conformation does not match the model. In
fact, some MID1 structures show noticeable back-
bone rearrangements from the starting structure.8
Experimental determination of structures of failed
designs could help inform new design methodology.
The successful protein–protein interaction
designs outlined here show that it is now possible to
design interactions using a variety of strategies as
long as the interaction is small and hydrophobic. In
addition, residues in either a-helices or b-strands
dominate all successful designs [Fig. 1(A,C,D)]. Three
important challenges in de novo computational pro-
tein–protein interface design remain; (1) The design
of an interaction where over 40% of the atoms at the
interface are polar and several buried hydrogen
bonds are made; (2) the design of a single interface
larger than 1,600 Å2; (3) the design of a loop based
interaction. The absence of a successful loop mediated
design is surprising given the prevalence of loops in
interfaces from phage display38 and the development
of methods to accurately design and model loops.39,40
To achieve these goals it is likely that there will need
to be improvements in conformational search meth-
ods and in energy functions for protein design.
Materials and Methods
Set of designed interfaces
The computational models used in this analysis rep-
resent a wide array of interface design goals (Table
I). The design models fall in two main categories: (i)
design of one protein chain to bind to a natural tar-
get and (ii) design of both chains involved in an
interaction to create a novel heterodimer or homo-
dimer. The majority of the designs, 140 out of 158,
fall into the first category. These predominantly con-
sist of interfaces of a scaffold designed to bind some
target of interest such as a small GTPase, PAK1,14
proteins involved in ubiquitin transfer, and influ-
enza hemagglutinin from Fleishman et al.6 Another
11 models represent the design of both the structure
and sequence of a peptide to bind Gai1.
5 The second
category is comprised of 18 redesigns of natural pro-
teins to form homodimers mediated by metal bind-
ing8 or b-strands,7 and 11 models from Karanicolas
et al. where both interface forming chains are
designed to form a new heterodimer.4
Of the 59 designs from our laboratory 52 of
them successfully expressed in E. coli. All designs
made by our group are available in Supporting In-
formation. Seventy-three of the 88 proteins designed
to bind HA successfully expressed using yeast
surface display. All of the designed pairs from Kara-
nicolas et al. successfully expressed.
The interfaces used for the native dataset were
taken from those chosen by Zhanhua et al.15 This set
is comprised of high-resolution X-ray crystal struc-
tures (resolution < 2.5 Å) of 170 homodimers and 156
heterodimers. Of these, 167 homodimers and 152 het-
erodimers were read by Rosetta and used in this anal-
ysis (Supporting Information Table SII).
Computational evaluation of protein interfaces
The natural and designed interactions were all mini-
mized with Rosetta to make energy evaluations
between them comparable. The minimized and X-ray
crystal structures were then evaluated for several met-
rics including computed binding energy (DGbind ¼ EAB
– EA – EB) buried solvent accessible surface area upon
binding (DSASA) and buried unsatisfied polar atoms
at the interface (discussed below). A full description of
the computational protocols used and the command
lines is given in Supporting Information.
Polar burial definition
Rosetta calculates SASA using the Le Grand and
Merz method.41 The SASA for a polar atom is sum
of the SASA for that atom, plus the SASA for any
bound hydrogens. A polar atom is defined as buried
if the total SASA for that atom is less than 0.1 Å2. If
a buried polar atom does not have a hydrogen-bond-
ing partner, as defined as having a hydrogen-bond
energy of less than 0.0 REUs, then that atom is con-
sidered buried and unsatisfied. A hydrogen bond is
defined as buried if the SASA for the two involved
polar atoms is less than 3.0 Å2. Based on distances
observed from low B-factor waters to protein atoms42
we chose to use atomic radii from Reduce43 and a
water probe radius of 1.2 Å to find buried polar
atoms and hydrogen bonds. Buried and unsatisfied
hydrogen bonds for the natural interfaces were cal-
culated based on the conformation in the crystal
structure because it has been observed that repack-
ing a structure with Rosetta can increase the num-
ber of buried unsatisfied polars.16
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